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Brooke Reynolds had once been an integral part of Team Reaper. Now, she’s taking on a new
kind of mission…The Schmidt Foundation is hellbent on finding and restoring a priceless
treasure worth more than is imaginable, accrued by the Nazis during the second great war. They
seek to return this priceless artifact to its rightful place.But when their strongest lead culminates
in the death of one of their own on the shores of Lake Toplitz, Johann Schmidt turns to the two
people he knows can help the Foundation find it—Brooke Reynolds and their fallen’s son, Mark
Butler.Together, Brooke and Mark traverse the globe—armed killers snarling at their heels—
looking for what could be the greatest treasure known to man. And at its pinnacle? The most
coveted jewel in the crown…the long thought lost Amber Room.

"Anamazing collection! An eclectic & beautiful set of stories and tales!" -Donna Meredith,
Assoc. Editor,Southern Literary Review"I'll always remember the first time Iread a Marina Brown
story. I had just been hired as editor and I read a storyshe had written about a Tallahassee
church. I was transported from my home into that sanctuary many miles away. I could hear
thesinging, feel the wood pews and see the faithful gathered all through the wordpictures of a
supremely talented writer and storyteller. You don't just read a storywritten by Marina Brown. You
feel it and join her in the journey". --William Hatfield, ExecutiveEditor, Tallahassee
Democrat"MarinaBrown's stories are an unconfined and entrancing examination of
thehumancondition!"-SteveBornhoft, Executive Editor, Rowland Publishing.
"These stories are powerful gems!
And gorgeous.With each story different from the next, through Marina Brown's keen eye
andbrilliant imagination, we meet women who find solace in trees—images that willhaunt you for
days. Or we are drawn into a profound story of whale bones thatcarry their own truth. Marina
Brown's writing, as in her novels, is alwaysvivid, stirring, and filled with imaginative twists. A book
to keep and toponder." -Claire Matturro, author of Wayward Girls and other
books."MarinaBrown's lush descriptions and imagery, her metaphors of daily life becomeartistry,
painted with words."-Fran Conaway, Past President, Osher Life Long Learning
Institute"Magnificenttales! With nods to the magically real that in fact bring the reality of ourdays
into focus, Brown makes us both laugh and cry—with language that couldlight the night."-
JeremyDorsey, Crofton Books, London. --This text refers to the paperback edition.From the
AuthorAlthough writers may categorize themselves according towhere their work is published—
newspaper journalist, magazine writer, poet,short story specialist, or novelist—in the end, it is
the written word'sability to paint a picture that has hooked us, words that are as real andvibrant
as reality—no matter the genre in which we write.We are "writers" of pictures. Moving pictures
that carry usalong, both the writer and the reader, and if we're lucky, drop us offsomeplace



different from where we started. Hopefully we'll find ourselvessmarter, sadder, more amused, or
more joyful than when we hitched that ridewith the author.Though I mainly write novels—and for
the other mediatoo—these short stories are outgrowths of ones I've written ever since
myteacher had me read my "suspense-filled, African tale" in second grade. Anumber of stories
have been published elsewhere—especially the stories aboutexotic places. Many of them are
inspired by my own life'sobservations—sometimes only a passing stranger's expression, a
mattress store Ipass on the road, my years spent sailing, or a Tallahassee lake where God
onlyknows what goes on at night.None of the stories is long. But long enough, I hope, thatyou
will find the people you meet here interesting. Maybe you will marvel attheir circumstances,
occasionally laugh out loud at their antics, or sometimesweep along with them—always
remembering that inside a book, anything—absolutelyanything is possible. Yours, with best
wishes to enjoy every word, MarinaBrown
2021 --This text refers to the paperback edition.From the Back CoverWHEN WOMEN DANCED
IN TREES AND OTHER STORIES Sometimeshilarious and naughty, sometimes wrenchingly
sad, Marina Brown's collection of storiesare poignant reminders that the world is whispering
secrets in both the sunshineand the shade.A brilliantobserver of life's passing, Brown's often
Kafka-esque characters dance acrossthe page, making us laugh and pump our fists, or weep at
the moment when lifeturns on a dime. FromTallahassee's Lake Overstreet, to Italy and Nepal, an
All-Night Mattress Store,or a forest where women become trees, Marina Brown's imagination will
enthrallyou, serve up the Truth—and always with a twist! --This text refers to the paperback
edition.About the Author Marina Brown has written for newspapers and magazines forthe last 20
years: including the St. Petersburg Times, the TallahasseeDemocrat, Florida Design, and Dance
Magazine. She is the recipient of numerous nationalwriting awards: two First Place awards in the
Porter Fleming Short StoryContest, Second Place in the Lorian Hemingway Contest for Short
Stories, FirstPlace in the Red Hills Poetry Contest, and she received the Florida Authors
andPublishers Association Silver Medal for her poetry volume, The Leaf Does NotBelieve It Will
Fall. In 2020, Brown was nominated for the State of FloridaPoet Laureate. All three of Brown's
novels have won Gold Medals. LandWithout Mirrors (2013) and Lisbeth (2017) both won Gold
Medals inLiterary Fiction from the FAPA. Her most recent work of Historical Fiction,The Orphan
of Pitigliano, won both the Florida Writers Association's RoyalPalm Literary Awards' Gold Medal
for Published Historical Fiction, as well asthe top award, the 2020 Published Book of the Year.
The last months of 2021,welcomes When Women Danced With Trees-35 Unexpected Stories, a
collection ofstories exploring the human condition in all its absurdity, charm, and attimes,
desolation—yet always with a twist you won't forget. Brown is a former professional ballet dancer
with BalletRusse de Monte Carlo, an international blue-water sailor, a watercolorist—with2020
solo exhibitions at all three Tallahassee museums, a cellist with theTampa Bay Symphony and
Big Bend Orchestra, and an avid traveler. She lives inTallahassee. --This text refers to the
paperback edition.Read more
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THE WOLF’S TREASUREA BROOKE REYNOLDS AND MARK BUTLER STORYBRENT
TOWNSThe Wolf’s TreasureKindle Edition© Copyright 2022 Brent TownsRough Edges PressAn
Imprint of Wolfpack Publishing5130 S. Fort Apache Rd. 215-380Las Vegas, NV
89148roughedgespress.comThis book is a work of fiction. Any references to historical events,
real people or real places are used fictitiously. Other names, characters, places and events are
products of the author’s imagination, and any resemblance to actual events, places or persons,
living or dead, is entirely coincidental.All rights reserved. No part of this book may be
reproduced by any means without the prior written consent of the publisher, other than brief
quotes for reviews.CONTENTSJoin the Rough Edges Press Mailing ListThe Treasure1. The
Legend of Lake Toplitz2. The Foundation3. The Carinhall Treasure4. The TNNP5. The Bank6.
The Bookkeeper7. The U-Boat8. The Jungle of Death9. The Pauper’s Grave10. The Train11. The
Enemy’s Lair12. The Kidnapping13. The Wolf’s Hideout14. The Tunnel15. The Keller
Connection16. The Mole17. The Ledger18. The Austria Connection19. The Mine20. The
Eggs21. The Long Way Down22. The End of the BeginningIf you liked this, you may also enjoy:
Talon!Join the Rough Edges Press Mailing ListAbout The AuthorJOIN THE ROUGH EDGES
PRESS MAILING LISTIt’s no secret that you love books as much as we do. If you you’ll stay up
to date on our newest releases, news and sales.THE WOLF’S TREASURE“We will go down in
history either as the world's greatest statesmen or its worst villains.”—Hermann GöringTHE
TREASURERome, Italy, September 1943A gust of chill wind laden with dust swept across the
cobblestone street, blowing the SS-Oberstgruppenführer uniform of a tall blond man who stood
watch over the loading of trucks by his men. Each heavily laden box required no less than two
bearers to manage the weight. With the addition of each box Gerhard Wolff watched the springs
on the truck sink lower and lower.“That is enough for that truck, bring the next one,” he snapped
curtly.The allotted driver moved quickly, climbing into the cab where he turned the key. The old
vehicle roared to life in a cloud of black smoke, and the gearbox crunched as he put it in gear,
moving it out of the way. The vacated space was quickly taken as the next one in line
maneuvered into position to begin being loaded. The driver climbed down and hurried across to
Wolff. He snapped a sharp salute and asked, “Where will I take this one, sir?”“Wait until the
others are ready and then I will tell you.”“Jawohl.”The driver disappeared, and once more the SS
general concentrated his gaze on the front doors of the Bank of Italy, anxiously awaiting the
appearance of the next box of gold from within. It had been almost two weeks since Italy had
surrendered to the Allies.Most of the gold would be trucked north into the Italian Alps where it
would be sequestered away until after the war. Other gold would be hidden elsewhere with the
exception of those bars destined for Hermann Göring’s palatial villa, Carinhall, in the
Schorfheide Forest. They would join the many other treasures collected by Göring over the
course of the war.An additional six trucks were similarly loaded as those before them. When the
last chest was on board, an SS-Sturmbannführer approached Wolff. Young and blond, a product



of the Hitler Youth, his name was Ernst Fischer.“The last of the gold has been loaded,
General.”“Good. You will be in the lead truck. I am relying on you, Ernst, to keep it
moving.”“Jawohl. I will not fail you, Herr General.”Wolff smiled. “I am sure you won’t.”“What are
your orders for the extra truck?”The SS general looked at him thoughtfully for a moment before
saying, “Take it to Hohenschwangau Castle where the extra artworks are
stored.”“Jawohl.”Fischer saluted and then turned away, walking back down the sandstone steps
he’d ascended for his discussion with Wolff. The SS general watched him open the door then
swing up into the last truck filled, maintaining his watchful position, a lonely sentinel until the
trucks had gone, a cloud of diesel smoke the last vestige of evidence of their passing. Wolff
turned his hard, blue-eyed gaze to the crowd of Italians standing in the street, watching the
cleanout of the gold.Halfway down the steps stood two of his sergeants, his own personal
bodyguard, both big men, veterans of the Russian Front, armed with MP40s. He contemplated
giving them the order to fire but then changed his mind. Instead, he walked down the steps and
across to his waiting Daimler-Benz G4 Staff Car.Once he and his men were comfortable in the
rear seat, the driver smoothly moved the big vehicle onto the cobbled road, following in the wake
of the heavily laden trucks in their exit from Rome.Florence, Italy, August 1944The sound of
distant thunder seemed to fill the clear skies. Had there been clouds about, one could have
mistaken the artillery of the British 8th Army for an actual storm. But that wasn’t the case. The
British were on the outskirts of Florence and pushing hard to break into the city.The Germans
had blown five of the six bridges across the Arno river already, leaving one intact for the retreat
of the battered defenders of the city.Outside the Uffizi Gallery was a line of German trucks. SS
soldiers worked hard as they emptied the historic building of precious things under the watchful
eye of Wolff. Most of the treasures here were to be shipped back to Berlin. Most, but not all.
Hermann Göring had a detailed list of those he wanted for himself.By the time Wolff and his men
were finished, thirteen trucks were loaded with five hundred and twenty-nine paintings and one
hundred and sixty-two sculptures.Fischer said to Wolff, “The last truck is loaded with the
artworks for the Reichsmarschall.”The SS General nodded. “See that he gets them. Is the ledger
filled out correctly?”“Yes, sir.”“Do not lose it and I’ll see you in Germany when I arrive.”“Yes,
sir.”Carinhall, Schorfheide Forest, January 1945Göring wasn’t happy. Everything was crashing
down around him, and he felt powerless to do anything about it except remove as much as
possible before all avenues of escape were closed. To the west the Americans and British were
closing in; to the east, the Russians were driving the German army back miles each day.One of
the Wehrmacht soldiers dropped a crate he was loading into one of the trucks and glanced at
the Reichsmarschall. “Idiot,” Göring snapped. “Be careful. Do you know how valuable these
things are?”The soldier glanced again at his obese commander before picking it up and loading
the crate into the rear of the truck with the other things.“Herr Reichsmarschall, we have finished
sealing the room.”Göring turned to face Wolff. “Good. Make sure the rest of it gets onto the
trucks. You have good men in charge of the separate convoys?”Wolff nodded. “I hand-picked
them myself.”“And what of the other matter?”“I received word that Königsberg Castle is almost



empty.”“The room?”“It has taken special priority. It will be aboard the ship which will finish loading
tomorrow and be ready to sail in a couple of days. The submarine will leave as soon as it is
loaded, and the trucks will go to Portugal as you have asked.”“Thank you, Wolff.”The man clicked
his heels together and bowed. He reached inside his uniform great coat and pulled out a book
the size of a large diary. “Here, sir. This is one of the ledgers you will require. The others will be
delivered to you directly.”Göring took it and flicked through the pages. Everything was
meticulously listed, dated, and numbered. “I will not forget this, Wolff. After the war, come and
find me, I will make sure you are rewarded for your efforts.”“Thank you, Reichsmarschall.”“Where
will you go, once we are done here, Gerhard?” Göring asked.“I am to go back to Italy, sir. It is a
lost cause.”The big man nodded grimly. “I’m to return to Berlin. We shall all be together when the
city falls. Although I have heard Hitler say that they will never take him alive.”“He will fight?” Wolff
asked.“Pah,” Göring spat. “He will find a nice quiet place in his bunker and put a bullet in his own
head. That is what our illustrious leader will do.”He knew the risk of speaking like that but what
did it matter now? The glorious Third Reich was doomed. It would be annihilated between two
massive armies. Göring continued. “Like I said, Gerhard, survive the war. Do whatever you have
to, and you will be one of the richest men alive.”“I will do my best, Reichsmarschall.”Danzig, West
Prussia, 30th January, 1945The day was cold and dim. Friedrich Petersen, captain of the
Wilhelm Gustloff, stood on the deck, watching as the last of the passengers came aboard. It was
called Operation Hannibal: the evacuation of troops, civilians, technicians who worked on
experimental weapons, from East and West Prussia ahead of the Soviet advance.“Kapitan?” a
voice called from behind him.Petersen turned to see one of his junior officers with a clipboard in
his hand. Petersen nodded and said, “Well, Helmut, what is the final tally?”“Approximately ten
and a half thousand, sir. Including the crew.”Good grief, Petersen thought to himself. “Where are
we putting them, Helmut?”“Wherever they will fit, sir. We should be ready to sail just after
midday.”“Fine, fine. Make sure everyone aboard understands that they must keep their life
preservers on.”Helmut nodded. “There was something else, sir.”“Hmm?”“The cargo that came
aboard earlier this evening.”“What about it?”“The lieutenant and his men have stayed with it.
They are armed.”Petersen frowned momentarily but then dismissed it. “Let it be. I cannot be
bothered with them. Especially when they were two days late. They are in storage, are they
not?”“Yes, sir.”“Then leave them there.”“Yes, sir.”Preparations continued for the next couple of
hours before the Wilhelm Gustloff was ready to sail. Then at 12:30 pm the ship sailed from
Danzig in the company of the liner Hansa, and two torpedo boats. By some strange coincidence,
a short time later both the torpedo boat and the Hansa developed mechanical problems.
Petersen was on the bridge when the news came through.“Herr Kapitan, the Hansa is reporting
some mechanical fault in her engine room. She is returning to port.”Petersen nodded, not taking
his gaze off what lay beyond his ship’s bow.“That is not all, sir,” Helmut said as he held up a
second signal. “One of the torpedo boats is reporting problems as well. It too is turning back.”“I
see. Carry on.”Late in the afternoon, the temperature dropped dramatically, and Petersen
pointed the ship for deep water which he knew had been cleared of mines earlier. It was against



the advice of other captains aboard the ship, but she was his to command, not theirs. As
darkness settled across the sea, the ice floes came. Instead of the sea temperature being an
estimated 39 degrees Fahrenheit, it was down to a deathly zero. Then word came of a
minesweeping convoy. Petersen ordered his red and green navigation lights to be lit.Not long
after the Gustloff was sighted by the S-13, a Soviet submarine under the command of Captain
Alexander Marinesko.For two hours the submarine commander followed the two German ships
before surfacing and moving in to attack the Gustloff. Marinesko fired three torpedoes, all of
which struck the ship. One almost blew off the ship’s bow, the second hit amidships. The third hit
the engine room, disabling everything including communications.As the Gustloff started to
rapidly list, Petersen gave the order to abandon ship. “Get all of the lifeboats into the water now,”
he ordered Helmut.“But we don’t have enough, sir.”“I know. Just do it. And send up flares.”It was
reported that only nine lifeboats were launched. Many of the passengers and crew jumped from
the listing ship. Petersen noticed that many of them didn’t have their life preservers on, having
removed them when it became too hot below decks. “Damn fools,” he muttered to himself.Below
decks in the storage compartment, Lieutenant Heinrich Jager and his men were thrown
suddenly to the deck, the result of the torpedo’s impact with the vessel. They gathered
themselves slowly before regaining their feet. Jager reached for a flashlight attached to his
belt.“What was that?” one of the young privates asked, fearful of what the answer might be.“We
have been torpedoed,” their sergeant said. “I’m sure of it.”“We must get out of here,” the private
blurted out.“Agreed,” Jager said as he began to feel the ship start to list. “Follow me.”They walked
towards the sealed hatch. Jager tried to turn the wheel to open it, but it remained fast. “Schultz,
give me a hand here.”Jager passed the flashlight to the private to hold while they joined efforts in
trying to force the wheel. Their grunts and groans echoed around the storage chamber as they
used all their might but to no avail–it would not budge.“Look!” the private exclaimed pointing the
flashlight at the floor.An inch of water was starting to lap around their boots. He threw himself at
the hatch, dropping the flashlight in the process. Men began shouting as they fought their rising
panic and turned the wheel, whooping loudly when it moved ever so slightly.With renewed vigor
the German soldiers strained harder until the wheel moved the last little bit, and the lock went all
the way back.The hatch burst inward under the immense pressure of water, the force that of an
exploding bomb. The soldiers were tossed backward across the floor, like flotsam on a wave,
one crashing into a pile of wooden crates. Thousands of liters of ice-cold water poured in
through the opening, saturating the men as they gasped for air.The water level rose quickly, and
they were soon struggling to keep their heads above it in search of every last gulp of precious air
until there was no more. The ship was flooded and there was nowhere else for them to go.It took
around forty minutes for the Wilhelm Gustloff to lay over onto its side and then sink into the frigid
waters some sixteen nautical miles from port. Of the more than ten thousand passengers and
crew only around 1250 survived including her captain. When she disappeared below the
surface, she took with her the secret of the mysterious cargo in her storage.1THE LEGEND OF
LAKE TOPLITZLake Toplitz, Austria, Present Day“I’ve found something, Brooke. Over



here.”Brooke Reynolds looked up from where she was scratching at a square, moss-covered
block to where her partner, Frank Butler was hunched over an even larger block.Brooke, in her
early thirties, long dark hair tied back in a ponytail, tanned face, six foot-two, athletic build. It had
been two years since she had left the Global Corporation and Team Reaper, after its owner and
founder was asked to help an old friend. The fact that she knew a lot about the field she was
operating in helped. Then she’d been offered the job as security specialist and accepted.She
wore a white singlet top and a pair of fitted denim jeans – not so tight that she couldn’t slip her
Glock 19 in the back of them.Frank Butler was in his late fifties with graying hair and a solid build.
Butler worked for the Schmidt Foundation which was a German company run by a billionaire
dedicated to the finding and retrieval of art and artifacts that had disappeared from countries
across the globe over the course of time. The current assignment was the search for, recovery,
and repatriation of treasures stolen by the Nazis during the Second World War. And the heavily
scented pine forests around Lake Toplitz in Austria was rumored to be one of the caches the
Nazis had utilized to stash their massive hoard.“What do you have, Frank?” Brooke asked as
she straightened up and walked towards his position.“Come, have a look,” he said
eagerly.Brooke stopped when she reached him and he pointed at something on the large moss-
covered, stone block. “There, see it?”At first, nothing was obvious, and she shook her head.
Keeping her eyes fixed on the block, she let them go in and out of focus a couple of times before
something materialized from everything around it. The spread wings of the eagle. The swastika.
“A German Parteiadler,” she murmured.“What if the Germans never dumped their treasure into
the lake?” Butler theorized. “What if all they dropped in there were boxes of rocks? What if that’s
all the witnesses saw?”“It’s possible, I guess.”“Then it’s possible we might be looking in the right
place,” he told her. “Remember the notes Johann showed us? There was one place which
mentioned the eagle overlooking the deep. It was thought that the large statue of the Parteiadler
on the other side of the lake overlooked where the treasure had been dumped. The deepest part
of the lake. What if they had it wrong? This marker is here on its own.”Brooke could see he was
beginning to become excited and that in turn had her starting to feel the same way. “What are
you thinking, Frank?”“I’m thinking that it’s not in the lake and this marker is exactly that. A
marker.”“You think the treasure is under here?”“That’s exactly what I think.”With an eagerness
afforded a young teenager he started using his bare hands to scrape away the dirt and leaves
from around the marker. Within moments, he’d cleared a four-by-four-foot square of everything
atop of it and was standing looking down at a concrete slab with seams around its edges.
“There,” he said. “What did I tell—”THWAP!Frank Butler stopped and stiffened. Before he’d even
started to fall Brooke had already dropped to the damp foliage beneath her. Her eyes grew wide
as her friend and the man she’d been assigned to protect fell beside her.“Frank!” she exclaimed.
“Frank, are you OK?”Her protectee, however, was beyond hearing. The bullet that had hit him in
the chest had killed him instantly.“No, no, no,” Brooke muttered. She scrambled on hands and
knees towards a deadfall, seeking cover from the shooter.An additional two shots smacked into
the ground beside her as she moved. Managing to make the cover she drew her Glock 19. The



shooter was using a suppressed weapon, possibly a sniper rifle, and all she had was her
handgun.Her emotions a tumultuous mess inside her, she tried to process what had just
happened. “Get a grip, Brooke. Now is not the time. There will be a time to mourn when this is all
over. If I make it.”Taking several deep breaths to calm herself, she assessed her options while
getting her bearings. Out there the shooter would be changing position, trying to get a clear shot
at her. Which meant that staying put for too long was as good as a death sentence. There was
only one thing for it.Brooke looked down the slope to where great granite boulders retained the
hill, preventing it from sliding into the lake below. The drop from top to bottom was around fifty
feet. She ground her teeth together and said in a low voice, “I’m sorry, Frank.”Brooke rose out of
a crouch and blew off half her magazine, shifting her aim after each shot. Taking a deep breath,
she turned and sprinted—as fast as her legs would carry her— towards the cliff. The blood
rushing around her body thumped loudly in her ears as she took each stride, her compact
muscles rippling beneath her clothing.She closed the distance to the edge of the cliff quickly
and for a fleeting moment thought she’d actually make it. But just as she launched herself over
the edge the shooter reached out and touched her on the right side of her back, just below her
shoulder blade. The force of the bullet strike thrust her forward with a violent shove. Brooke cried
out and her arms windmilled wildly as she plummeted towards the murky water below.Hitting the
water hard, the air rushed from her lungs in a painful whoosh. The cloudy depths were bitterly
cold, and she fought the urge to suck in a breath for fear of filling her lungs with liquid. Pain
radiated from the bullet wound, her strength all but abandoning her body from being shot.Brooke
gritted her teeth, the effort of trying to claw her way back to the surface before losing
consciousness sapping what power she held in reserve. Grab and pull. Grab and pull. She
forced handfuls of water past herself heading for the light above her. A light that seemed to be
getting dimmer and dimmer until it was suddenly extinguished.On the flat-topped granite boulder
at the edge of the cliff, a pair of black polished boots stood, the barrel of a suppressed DSR-
Precision DSR-1sniper rifle almost brushing the top of the boots. Uttering a string of German
invective, the shooter used the weapon to fire three rounds into the water below him.The boots
clicked on the hard surface of the rock as he turned around and retreated from the edge. This
time his voice could be heard. “Beide sind tot. Wir müssen den Schatz so schnell wie möglich
bewegen.” Both are dead. We have to move the treasure as quickly as possible.“Where am I?”
Brooke asked with a groan as she came to, slowly gathering her senses to the startling
realization that she was still alive.“Meine Hütte am See,” a voice replied in German. My hut by the
lake.Turning her head slowly, she took in the gray-haired man seated beside her bed. “I’m sorry,
but who are you?”“I am Gunther. Who are you?”“Brooke.”The man nodded. “A beautiful name. It
suits,” he said sagely.“How long have I been here?”The man shrugged. “Three days, four.”For a
moment she was confused, then, “I was shot.”“Yes, you were, but I managed to get the bullet
out.”“You?” Brooke asked with surprise.“Yes. I did not know if you wished for me to call the
police,” Gunther replied.“How did you—”The man chuckled. “I was once a medic in the German
army. A long time ago.”Brooke’s eyes widened. “Frank!”The man’s eyes dropped. “I am sorry, but



your friend is gone.”“I know,” she replied quietly. “The person who shot me shot him first.”“Yes.
What were you doing to attract such attention?”“We were looking for something.”“The lost Nazi
treasures?” Gunther asked.“Yes.”“What did you find?”Brooke moved in the bed, trying to make
herself more comfortable, and gasped as pain from her wound shot through her.“It would be
better if you remained still,” Gunther cautioned her. “You do not want to burst your stitches.”“I
think so,” Brooke agreed, taking a breath to overcome the pain. Then she said, “We found a
Parteiadler on a small block. It was a marker. My friend believed it was what we were looking
for.”The German nodded knowingly. “It was only a matter of time before it was found.”Brooke was
confused. “Wait, you knew it was there?”“Yes.”“How?”“My father.”“Your father?”“My father was a
young private in the Wehrmacht when it was put there,” Gunther explained. “He was part of the
party responsible for hiding it.”Brooke couldn’t believe what she was hearing. “You’ve known it
was there all this time?”“Yes.”“Why didn’t you say anything?” she asked, gob smacked.“Because
I am not the only one with the knowledge,” he explained. Rising from the chair, he left the room,
leaving Brooke to process what she’d just been told.When he returned, he held out a book. “Do
you read German also?”“Yes.”“Here, my father’s journal. It will explain some things.”Brooke took
it. “You said there are others watching it. The ones who killed my friend?”“Yes, that’s right.”“Who
are they?”“I do not know,” Gunther replied. “But your friend was not the first to die.”From the diary
of Hans Becker:Our orders changed not long after we left Carinhall. Instead of going to Berlin,
the convoy was directed to Austria. I don’t know why, or where the orders came from. It could
have been the Reichsmarschall or even SS-Oberstgruppenführer Wolff. I do not know if the
others had their orders changed or even if they went back for the rest of the angel’s treasure.It
continued down further.… We drove through the night until we reached the lake. Under the cover
of darkness, the trucks were unloaded into the underground bunker which had been prepared.
We finished before dawn then sealed the chamber.Not long after, I went into the trees to relieve
myself. It was then I heard the gunfire.When I went back to check, I found that all the men who
had helped had been shot. The SS-Hauptsturmführer was walking around them putting final
bullets into their heads. This had nothing to do with war; it was murder and greed.I stayed hidden
in the forest until after dawn. All that remained were the bodies of my comrades, left to rot in the
forest. I will bury them tomorrow.Something else I saw today was across the lake when I went
down to the cliff. I saw a boat with German soldiers in it. They were dumping boxes and crates
into the lake.The place where the treasures are concealed was marked with a stone with a
Parteiadler upon it. Perhaps so it can be easily identified after the war is done.For me, the war is
over. I will remain here by the lake with my comrades. I want nothing to do with what lays beneath
the earth. It is bathed in blood.2THE FOUNDATIONRed Rock, Montana, Two Weeks
LaterTaking Mark Butler’s hand in his own, a gray-haired man with a heavy accent said, “I’m so
very sorry for your loss. He was a great man and friend. My name is Johann Schmidt.”“Pity he
couldn’t have been home more,” Mark said with a hint of bitterness.The man nodded knowingly.
“Yes, your father’s work took him all around the world.”“His work was very important, but at times
it felt like he made it more of a priority than my mother or myself,” Mark growled.The man’s eyes



showed his sadness at hearing the words. “I knew your father and I know for a fact that it isn’t
true.”“Really? Where was he when my mother died? I’ll tell you; he was out of the country,
chasing his dreams.”The dark-haired young man’s broad shoulders slumped forward, and he
turned away from Schmidt, unwilling to listen to anymore, having grown up hearing ramblings
about what a great man his father was. He stared at the open grave.Having been deployed at the
time of his mother’s death, Mark still harbored a multitude of guilt about his mother dying alone.
He blamed his father for leaving them alone for most of the year while working on digs. But he’d
turned around and followed in those size eleven shoes. Throwing himself into his studies to
impress his absent father, he’d gone off to college and studied archaeology, having enough
before making it about halfway through the course, joining the military for the next few years with
service in Afghanistan.“I just wanted to say that I’m sorry,” the man reiterated.He turned away
and started to walk off.“Wait.”The man turned back to see Mark facing him. “I’m sorry. You’re
right, it’s not true. It’s just—”The man nodded. “I understand. We all need someone to blame at
times.”Mark nodded. “Yes.”“Es tut mir leid für deinen Verlust,” the man said. I am sorry for your
loss.“Danke für Ihre netten Worte,” Mark replied. Thank you for your nice words.Once more, the
man turned and walked between the headstones, leaving Mark alone by the grave. Watching the
man moving away, Mark noticed that he was soon joined by a much younger woman with long
dark hair, who seemed to be moving a little stiffly. They crossed the green lawn of the cemetery
and climbed into a black Mercedes SUV. As they drove off, Mark was left standing on his own
beside his father’s grave, wondering who they might be.“What do you think?” Johann Schmidt
asked Brooke as they drove away.“He seems angry,” she replied.“I realize that,” Schmidt said
abruptly. “You know what I am talking about.”“He’s big enough,” she said with a shrug.“You read
his folder.”“Yes, mid-twenties, excels at history and his languages are exceptional. He speaks
four quite fluently.”“Yes, I heard his German.”“He looks like his father,” Brooke pointed out.“I did
notice that also,” Schmidt agreed.“I’m not sure whether he’ll be dedicated enough. Quitting
college before he had finished his degree to go into the military. Then he got out a few years into
a very promising career.”“Yes but he had external studies as well.”“None of which he completed,”
Brooke pointed out.“You can teach him what he needs to know.”“If he’s willing to learn.”“I think it’s
best if we go to see him tomorrow and approach him with the proposition.”“Do I get a say in this,
Johann?” Brooke asked.The billionaire sighed. “Of course, but he was born for this.”“If, and I say
only if he agrees, I get final say on whether he goes out into the field. The last thing I want to do
is to get him killed just like his father.”“I wish that you could realize his father’s death was not your
fault, meine liebste. But I will agree to those terms.”“Thank you,” Brooke said. “On both
counts.”Mark was scratching his beer addled head when he opened the door to his hotel room,
staring quizzically at the pair standing in the hallway. “What are you doing here?” he asked
surprised at their appearance.“May we come in?” Schmidt asked politely.“What?”“The man
asked if we could come in,” Brooke said abruptly.“Who are you?”“Just let us in and we’ll tell you
everything.”“Brooke, please,” Schmidt admonished her. “Give the man time to process the
question and reach his own conclusion.”“Why do you want to come in?” Mark asked, not taking



his brown eyes from Brooke.“I prefer to talk business in—” A door opened across the hall, and
two people, a young man and woman, emerged from the room, mischief written all over their
faces. After they’d walked past, Schmidt tried again, “I prefer to talk business in private, if that is
all right with you?”“OK, come in,” Mark said impatiently, but allowed them to pass.He closed the
door and turned to face the strange pair, hands on hips, expecting an explanation for the
intrusion. When he noticed Brooke glancing around, her nose crinkled at the state of the room,
clothes everywhere, empty bottles. He said, “The cleaning lady had the day off.”She turned her
green-eyed gaze on him and said, “Looks more like a month to me.”For some reason, her
remarks embarrassed him. But it soon turned to anger, and he said, “You don’t have to be here,
lady. The door is over there.”“Before my associate gets us ejected, Mister Butler, at least give me
the courtesy of hearing me out.”“All right, then, make it quick.”“As I mentioned at your father’s
funeral yesterday, my name is Johann Schmidt, and this is my associate Brooke Reynolds. Your
father was working for me when he was killed,” Schmidt said, dumping it out there like a rock in a
pond.With no response from Mark, the German kept going. “He was looking for artifacts,
treasures if you like, that the Nazis stole during the Second World War. It was what got him killed
in the end.”“You?” Mark asked, his face turning into a mask of anger. “He was killed because of
you?”“He was killed because he found—are you familiar with the Lake Toplitz treasure?”“You got
my father killed,” Mark stated, ignoring the question, and took a step towards the
German.Brooke was quick to intervene, her right hand pressing firmly against Mark’s chest. “Just
hold it there, Buddy. You want to blame someone for your father’s death, blame me. I was there
with him.”“Brooke,” Schmidt cautioned her.“I was there to protect him,” she continued. “Instead,
he was killed. I failed at my job so back the fuck off.”It was a lot for the man to process, and the
German billionaire could feel the situation starting to heat up. He raised his voice and spoke in
German as he did when angry. “Die einzigen Schuldigen sind die Verantwortlichen.” The only
culprits are those responsible.“Wer ist verantwortlich?” Mark shot back at him. Who is
responsible?“We cannot be certain,” Brooke answered. “What we do know is that we found
something, but your father was killed before we could find out what.”“Found what?”Calmer now,
Schmidt continued, “As I was saying before, have you heard of the Lake Toplitz Treasure?”“How
could I not? My father’s work for many years was all about recovering the treasures stolen by the
Nazis.”“That is what the foundation is about. Finding lost treasures and antiquities and returning
them to their rightful place.”“What foundation?”“Mine. The Schmidt Foundation.”Mark waited for
him to continue.“As I said, your father and Brooke were at Lake Toplitz and were on the brink of a
great discovery when it all happened.”“It wasn’t in the lake, was it?”Schmidt stared at him. “How
did you know?”“My father believed that the things thrown into the lake were nothing more than a
ruse. He never said it out loud, but he alluded to that end.”“You’re right, it wasn’t in the lake.”“Did
he get to see it before he died?”The German shook his head. “No.”“We have this,” Brooke said
holding out a book.Mark looked it over. “A diary?”“Yes, one kept by a man who was an integral
part of moving the treasure.”Mark took it without thinking. He opened the aged leather cover and
began thumbing through the pages. When he was finished, he looked up and said quizzically,



“There’s a secret room at Carinhall?”“That’s what it says,” Schmidt said.“I thought most of the
treasures were moved to Berchtesgaden.”“In our business there are lots of stories, theories if
you like. The hardest task we face is sorting fact from fiction.”Mark looked at the diary once
more. If there was one thing he’d inherited from his father, it was his thirst for adventure. And right
then, he was staring at one of the biggest.“How does one-hundred thousand Euros sound?”
Schmidt asked.“What?”“For every year you work for me I will pay you one-hundred thousand
Euros.”Mark couldn’t believe what he was hearing. “But why do you want me?”“You are your
father’s son,” Schmidt said. “You speak four languages, you know your history, you can take care
of yourself, and you will have Brooke with you by your side.”“Brooke?” He looked at the woman
before him.She stared hard at him. “That’s me if your booze addled brain hadn’t worked it
out.”Thinking about his aimless months since leaving the military, he said, “When do we
leave?”Schmidt smiled. “Now.”Berlin, Germany, Four Days LaterThe Schmidt Foundation was
housed in a large structure that had served a special purpose throughout the war. It had been a
blockhouse flak tower, one of the remaining few that had protected Berlin. Late in the war the flak
towers had also housed some of the treasures which had been looted from numerous countries.
But as the Russians began encircling the city, most of the artifacts had been removed. Those
that couldn’t be transferred were left behind, discovered by Soviet soldiers and lost forever.
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Pep W., “Good start. All in all this was a good start to a series. Language in the beginning was
foul as should be expected considering the circumstances. As the book went on the language
went to “darn it”. Just didn’t seem to fit. Certainly not on par with some of the other books, but a
fun read nonetheless.”

Mo, “Good Adventure!. Good cast of characters in this new series from Brent Towns! Lots of
action and intrigue, looking forward to more books in this series!”

Sharon Rubac, “Dull. this book was not up to par with your other books.It did not create the
excitement some of your other books did.”

DD Gott - Donadees Corner, “Seeking to return stolen artifacts to their owners is the mission of
Brooke Reynold & Mark Butler!. Brent Towns – Reynolds & Butler Adventure Series Bk 1 – The
Wolf’s Treasure – Reviewed 4/2/22 – Read 3/17-22/22Mark Butler’s father had worked for years
in the search for finding stolen artifacts so that they could be returned to their rightful owner.
Unfortunately, that mission got him killed. Mark is approached by The Schmidt Foundation, the
company his father was working for, to join their team. Agreeing, he finds out that Brooke was
with his father when the end came and decided she did all she could to save him. Mark’s input
becomes essential as they realize that his father had passed the love of the search and its fruits
on to his son growing up. Danger lurks everywhere that Brooke & Mark travel in their search to
find the Amber Room, one of the most priceless treasures ever to have been stolen by the
Nazis, and the story begins.Join Mark and Brooke as they battle the danger in searching for the
missing treasures…What did I like? This book was so interesting, it must be true to some extent
as the treasures were stolen, and with no doubt, in my mind, someone is still looking for them. It
was enjoyable to follow them and to ferret out the different directions that could possibly lead to
the discovery of another priceless piece of art. Have you ever wondered where all of them
disappeared to? I have!!!What will you like? Intrigue, mystery, action, gunplay, play on history,
and the mystery continues! The characters are definitely unique and exciting. The storyline is
based on historical facts and fine-tuned into a beautiful and thrilling storyline with a cast of
mysterious characters. The first book in the Reynold & Butler Adventure series looks to be an
exciting kick-off for Brent Towns, “The Wolf’s Treasure” is available NOW!!!• ASIN:
B09RG488SL• Publisher: Rough Edges Press• Publication Date: 4/9/2022• File Size: 3238 KB•
Print Length: 258 pages• Genre: Travel Adventure Fiction, Action & Adventure Fiction, Men's
Adventure Fiction”

Chuck Yarling, “What a great start to a new adventure series by Brent Towns!. The Heroes•
Johann Schmidt, billionaire philanthropist and head of the Schmidt Foundation• Brooke
Reynolds, Security Specialist for the Schmidt Foundation• Mark Butler. former military soldier,



and son of a famous seeker of treasures stolen by the Naxis.• Schmidt Foundation team
members: Scott Turow (document investigator), Molly Roberts (electronic researcher); Werner
Krause (German historian), Isabella Pavesi (artifact expert), and Mister Webster (hacker).The
Villains• The New Nazi Party (TNNP), a group of sons and grandsons of former Nazi military
who are looking to uncover Nazi treasures hidden in various places in Europe. Their goal is to
revive the New Nazi Party in the 21st Century.The StorySchmidt and Reynolds convince Butler
to continue his father's work in finding missing gold, paintings, and other valuable artifacts
hidden by the Naxis during WW II. As the Schmidt team continue their search for a number of
different possible treasure sites, they keep being met by TNNP members wherein most of their
meetings involving gun fire. Obviously, it's dangerous to be a treasure hunter.Heads-Up: Once
you start reading this book, you'll quickly find that it's very hard stop and put it down.”

deejay78.., “Wolf. Again a great adventure action type novel, enjoyed reading and will definitely
include author in future selections, having read TALON previously was not disappointed will look
at future novels thanksfor a great read”
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